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Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been successful in identifying variants with low to moderate effects on serum lipid levels. However, determining the causal variant and underlying mechanism in an associated region has been difficult since linkage equilibrium (LD) of the associated variants often extends to large regions covering multiple genes, and GWAS provide no functional information. Using adipose gene expression data, we provide evidence of mechanism underlying a low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) GWAS signal in the apolipoprotein B (APOB) region. First, we determined that an LDL-C GWAS signal uncovered in a population of European ancestry (rs7575840) replicates in a Mexican study sample (1). Mexicans are an understudied population with a high prevalence of dyslipidemia; 44% of the population has high total cholesterol levels (above 200 mg/dl) (2). To further elucidate the mechanism underlying the association between rs7575840 and LDL-C, we measured lipid particle subclasses using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), and we determined that rs7575840 is also associated with apoB-containing lipid particles, including very small very-low-density lipoprotein, intermediate lipoprotein, and LDL particles (1). We also discovered a
possible mechanism underlying the increase in apoB-containing particles; rs7575840 disrupts a transcription factor binding site of the transcription factors CCAAT/enhancer binding protein alpha and CCAAT/enhancer binding protein beta, impacting gene expression of APOB and a noncoding RNA BU630349 in adipose tissue (1).

In our second study, we searched for whether novel genes and biological gene expression networks associated with triglyceride (TG) levels replicated and shared across populations (Haas et al. submitted (3)). Adipose tissue has previously been shown to be involved in regulation of serum TG levels in humans (4). High serum TG levels predispose to coronary heart disease (CHD). Searching for novel TG-associated biological networks in adipose tissue may provide novel insights into TG regulation. We measured gene expression in adipose samples from two Finnish and one Mexican study sample. In each study sample, we observed a module (biological gene expression network) that was significantly associated with serum TG levels (3). The most significant TG modules observed in each of the three study samples significantly overlapped (p<10^-10) and shared 34 genes, utilizing two unique methods of measuring gene expression, microarrays and RNA sequencing (RNAseq). Thus, the results should be robust to the measurement method of gene expression. In the 34 genes shared between the three TG modules, more nonsynonymous variants (p=0.034) and overall variants (p=0.018) were observed in individuals with high TGs when compared with the individuals with low TGs (3). Seven of the 34 genes (ARHGAP30, CCR1, CXCL16, FERMT3, HCST, RNASET2, SELPG) were identified as the key hub genes of all three TG modules (p<10^-7) (3). As only 11 of the 34 genes have prior evidence of involvement in CHD, type 2 diabetes, or obesity, our study provides 23 new candidates for TG regulation. Furthermore, two of the 34 genes (ARHGAP9, LST1) reside in
previous TG GWAS regions, suggesting them as the regional candidates underlying the GWAS signals. This study presents a novel TG biological network shared across populations.

Our next study focused on determining whether Procadherin 15 (PCDH15) variants are involved with Familial Combined Hyperlipidemia (FCHL). Previous studies have revealed that PCDH15 resides in a region linked to FCHL (5-7), so we hypothesized that nonsynonymous variants in PCDH15 may be associated with FCHL in 92 Finnish and Dutch families. We discovered that one variant (rs10825269) associates with serum TG, apoB, and TC (Total Cholesterol) levels in these families (8). Next, we made a PCDH15 knockout model in collaboration with investigators at Case Western Reserve University and discovered that serum TG and TC levels decreased in mice with both copies of PCDH15 knocked out (8).
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CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION
1.1 - Overview of Hypercholesterolemia, Hypertriglyceridemia, and Familial Combined Hyperlipidemia

Hypercholesterolemia is defined as the presence of high cholesterol levels in the blood. Previous studies have discovered that hypercholesterolemia increases the risk of coronary heart disease (the development of fatty plaque deposits in the walls of coronary arteries) and death (9). The most successful and well-proven drug to slow the development of coronary heart disease and prevent mortality has been statins (10), which lower serum low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) and total cholesterol (TC) levels by inhibiting cholesterol synthesis in the liver. Currently, common variation in the genome explains 12.2% of the variation in LDL-C levels (11). Previous studies have estimated that the heritability of LDL-C is between 40%-50%, leaving a large portion of the genetic variation impacting cholesterol levels undiscovered (12). Monogenic forms of familial hypercholesterolemia have been discovered in four genes: LDLR, APOB, PCSK9, and LDLRAP1 (13). Searching for additional variants and genes that explain variation in cholesterol levels will lead to a better understanding of the underlying biology of cholesterol regulation and may reveal potential novel drug targets.

Patients with hypertriglyceridemia have high serum triglyceride levels and a higher risk of coronary heart disease (14). Hypertriglyceridemia is a common condition in the United States, with an estimated 31% of the U.S. adults being affected (15). Some controversy still exists on whether triglyceride levels are directly causing increased CHD risk (16), but multiple studies have recently concluded that serum TG levels are indeed an independent risk factor for CHD (17-20). Fibrates, which lower TG levels and raise high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) levels, have been successful at lowering the risk of cardiovascular events in individuals with
hypertriglyceridermia (21). Currently, common variation in the genome explains 9.6% of the variation in triglyceride levels (11), which is a small portion of the expected 35%-48% heritability of serum triglyceride levels (12). Monogenic forms of hypertriglyceridermia have previously been discovered in the genes LPL, APOC2, APOA5, LMF1, and GPIHBP1, which are typically passed through families in an autosomal recessive fashion (22). A recent review article suggests additional research is necessary to develop novel TG drugs and better elucidate the role triglycerides play in CHD progression (14). Thus, our goal of determining genes and genetic variation that influence serum triglyceride levels may further advance the goal of preventing coronary heart disease by improving our understanding of triglyceride regulation.

Familial combined hyperlipidemia (FCHL) is a complex disorder characterized by the presence of high serum TC levels, high serum TG levels, or both (23,24). Originally, FCHL was thought to be a monogenic, dominant disorder (25), but later studies provided evidence that FCHL is actually a polygenic, complex disorder (26-28). FCHL greatly increases an affected individual’s risk of developing early onset CHD (29-30). FCHL is a common complex disease, with approximately 1-6% of Western populations affected (29,31). Although both common and rare genetic variants from multiple genes are expected to play a role in FCHL, the genetic factors influencing FCHL remain elusive, with only three genes (APOA1/C3/A4/A5, USF1, and LPL) displaying associations with FCHL in multiple studies (32). Physicians currently treat FCHL patients with drugs that lower TC and/or TG levels, yet FCHL patients are still at a high risk of CHD (33), indicating that there is a public need to better biologically understand FCHL and develop additional treatment options. Searching for variants and genes that influence FCHL risk
may lead to a better understanding of the disorder, a step necessary for more tailored treatment and management of the disorder in the future.
1.2 Discovering Genetic Factors Predisposing to Hypercholesterolemia, Hypertriglyceridemia, and Familial Combined Hyperlipidemia

Linkage studies were previously a popular unbiased method for searching for genomic regions that may influence lipid levels in large extended families. Linkage uses genetic markers genotyped throughout the genome to search for large genomic regions that tend to be passed along with the trait of interest from one generation to another. For FCHL, a linkage study in Finnish families identified a large region on chromosome 1q21–q23 that segregated with FCHL status (34). Ultimately, USF1 was identified as the gene influencing FCHL risk in the linkage peak (35). Linkage was also the initial method used that implicated the gene cluster APOAI/C3/A4/A5 in FCHL development (36,37).

The candidate gene approach of investigating genes for trait association has yielded success in discovering genes involved in lipid regulation. The candidate gene approach uses information from previous research to determine whether logical candidates impact the trait of interest. This method has successfully identified LPL as a gene influencing FCHL risk (38). An association between LPL and FCHL status was observed because LPL was already known to be involved in lipid metabolism, making LPL a good candidate to search for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) impacting FCHL status.

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are a popular method of discovering common SNPs that are associated with serum lipid levels in a population. GWAS is able to identify variants without the need for a priori knowledge. GWAS genotype SNPs that tag most of the common variation throughout the genome to discover associations between common variants (minor allele
frequency > 0.05) and a quantitative or qualitative trait of interest. The linkage disequilibrium (LD) from the European HapMap samples are usually used to determine which SNPs should be genotyped to tag common genomic variation. GWAS have been successful at identifying common variants associated with LDL-C and TG, but fail to explain a large proportion of the genetic heritability of these traits. Figure 1.2.1 displays the primary success of the GWAS identifying novel genomic regions associated with a lipid trait. These regions can then be explored using regional LD analysis, resequencing, and functional studies to identify the full spectrum of susceptibility variants, common and rare, as well as underlying mechanisms responsible for the association. As shown in Figure 1.2.1, GWAS also detect loci previously identified for extreme lipid levels, further validating the GWAS approach. For example, all 4 known genes causing Familial Hypercholesterolemia (FH) were observed in a recent lipid metaGWAS (11). On the other hand, figure 1.2.2 also illustrates that the TG GWAS identified several novel genomic regions not previously known to cause hypertriglyceridemia.

![Figure 1.2.1 TC GWAS Signals (11) and Monogenic FH Genes (13).](image)

**Figure 1.2.1** TC GWAS Signals (11) and Monogenic FH Genes (13).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>TC GWAS Signals</th>
<th>Monogenic FH Genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANGPTL3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>APOB</td>
<td>LDLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>GCGR</td>
<td>HS3670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRF2BP2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>PPP1R3B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDLRAP1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TRIB1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSC1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TRPS1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCSK9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TTC39B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SORT1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>APOA1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCG5/8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>HNF4A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genes found in both lists are highlighted in brown. Lipid heritability estimates were performed by Weiss et al. (12).
Resequecing GWAS candidate genes in individuals with extreme lipid values has been successful in identifying rare variants that impact lipid levels (39). Because lipid GWAS identified genes known to harbor mutations for monogenic forms of the lipid disorders, it is possible that genes identified by GWAS may also harbor rare variants that impact a trait. Resequecing individuals with extreme lipid values may thus reveal rare, novel variants that may have a large impact on serum lipid levels. For instance, resequencing four genes identified in a TG GWAS (APOA5, GCKR, LPL and APOB) in high TG cases and controls lead to the discovery of 154 rare nonsense and missense variants found only in individuals with high TG (39). Additionally, resequencing individuals in the phenotypic extremes require 5 to 10 times fewer individuals to discover an association than a GWAS (40), saving the time and money associated with fewer study participants.

One important way to prioritize variants for follow-up in functional studies is to utilize bioinformatics tools. Several software programs, such as SIFT (41-45) and PolyPhen2 (46),
have been developed to determine whether a nonsynonymous variant is likely to impact gene function. These software packages utilize protein structure and conservation to categorize variants as damaging or benign. Annovar (47) is a commonly used software program that determines the location within a gene a variant falls in, as well as whether or not the SNP is nonsynonymous. Additionally, Annovar returns protein prediction scores from various programs, including SIFT and PolyPhen2, making it easier to prioritize variants in a region for follow-up in functional experiments.

Comparison of GWAS data and regional LD structure in multiple populations may help discover causal variants, because different populations have different allele frequencies and different LD patterns. Utilizing LD differences between populations may thus break up large LD blocks associated with a trait and elucidate a causal variant in a genomic region. To date, most GWAS have been performed in European study samples using European LD patterns to tag common variation. Mexicans can serve as an excellent population for studying lipid regulation because they represent an admixed population with a high prevalence of hypercholesterolemia (44% of the population has TC > 200mg/dl) and hypertriglyceridemia (32% of the population has TG > 150 mg/dl) (2). Utilizing a Mexican population can reveal novel loci in this understudied population; help validate European lipid loci; and narrow the typically large LD blocks in GWAS regions.
1.3 Gene Expression as a Method to Investigate Hyperlipidemia

Microarrays have been an effective way to measure gene expression over the past few decades. Microarrays are glass slides which contain probes complementary to genes throughout the genome. Fluorescently labeled RNA binds the probe with complementary sequence, and the amount of light emitted by a portion of the microarray slide is proportional to the amount of bound RNA, enabling computer software to estimate gene expression.

RNAseq is a newer method of measuring gene expression. RNAseq converts mRNA into cDNA, which is then sequenced in a high throughput sequencer. Gene expression is measured based on the number of sequenced reads mapping to the gene. To account for the large variation in number of reads mapped between lanes and that longer genes are more likely to be sequenced, RNAseq gene expression units are represented as fragments per kilobase of exon per million mapped reads (FPKM).

RNAseq has several advantages over microarrays for measuring gene expression. RNAseq does not require a priori knowledge of which regions of the genome are expressed. In RNAseq, all mRNA is converted to cDNA and sequenced and mapped to the genome, while microarrays require probes to be made ahead of time. Thus, microarrays can only measure expression of known genes, while RNAseq can discover novel genes. Another RNAseq advantage is that it can discover novel isoforms of genes, unlike microarrays which are restricted due to probe selection. Finally, RNAseq is more accurate at measuring genes expressed at very high and very low levels. Microarrays are less accurate at measuring gene expression in the extremes, because at low levels of expression, a gene may not be called due to background noise, while at high
levels of expression, the probes corresponding to the gene may become too saturated to accurately measure expression.

One of the main disadvantages of RNAseq in gene expression analysis is that it is currently more expensive than the microarray-based technologies. As sequencing technologies develop and improve overtime, it is, however, likely that the costs of performing RNAseq will decrease. Other concerns related to RNAseq include the GC content sequencing bias (i.e. GC-rich and GC-poor sequencing reads may be expressed at higher levels than reported by RNAseq) and large variation in the number of mapped reads observed between sequencing lanes. Besides price, the primary advantage microarrays have over RNAseq is that microarrays require fewer hours of man power. This cost savings allows several additional samples to be measured for the same price and time commitment as RNAseq.

Utilizing gene expression data has been an important tool to discover genes involved in regulating lipid levels. One method of discovering the possible mechanism underlying a SNP association with a lipid trait has been determining whether the SNP acts as a *cis*-acting expression quantitative trait locus (*cis*-eQTL). Because GWAS do not provide any functional information, it is important to determine whether a GWAS SNP may influence the trait of interest by acting as a *cis*-eQTL in a specific tissue. For instance, a recent LDL-C, HDL-C, and TG GWAS checked whether all SNPs significantly associated with a lipid trait act as a *cis*-eQTL in tissues known to be relevant in lipid regulation, including liver and adipose tissue (11).
Several studies have searched for adipose tissue gene expression differences between obese and lean subjects (48,49). Because adipose tissue is known to be a TG regulator, searching for differences between lean and obese subjects may reveal the genes responsible for the phenotypic difference between the two groups. Searching for gene expression differences in people with extreme lipid values has also lead to successful identification of lipid genes and gene variants. Using weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA), Plaisier et al. discovered several novel FCHL genes by analyzing adipose tissue gene expression network differences between FCHL cases and controls (50).

WGCNA is a popular method of analyzing gene expression differences between two groups (51,52). WGCNA places genes into groups called modules based on similar expression patterns between samples, and then WGCNA tests for association between a module and a qualitative or quantitative trait. Chapter 3 of this dissertation utilized WGCNA to discover novel TG networks in Finnish and Mexican samples (Haas et al. submitted (3)).
As figure 1.3 summarizes, WGCNA has several benefits over searching for gene expression and TG correlations. One useful aspect of WGCNA is that it places genes into modules based on similar expression patterns across samples. Genes that follow the same expression pattern across samples are more likely to be involved in similar biological processes. Thus, the grouping WGCNA performs may reveal novel direct or indirect gene interactions, whereas searching only for gene expression correlation with a quantitative or qualitative trait gives no information regarding interactions between genes.

Second, WGCNA can determine correlations between an entire module and a trait. In each sample, WGCNA represents the expression of an entire module with a single value called the module eigengene (ME), which can then be tested for correlation with a trait of interest. This module trait association can determine whether an entire biological pathway is correlated with a trait. This test is unique to WGCNA and cannot be done with gene expression and trait correlations alone.

Another advantage WGCNA has over the conventional differential gene expression analysis is that WGCNA can test whether a genetic marker is impacting the expression of an entire module. Network edge orienting (NEO) software can determine whether a SNP may be causing a change in the module expression as a whole (53). With gene-trait correlations, there is no way to determine whether a SNP influences the expression of a group of genes.
1.4 Variant rs7575840 Influences Apolipoprotein B-Containing Lipid Particles

High serum LDL-C is a well-established risk factor for coronary heart disease (54). LDL-C GWAS have successfully identified genomic regions of interest (11), but determining which variant in a region may be causal is difficult to ascertain from a GWAS alone, as GWAS do not provide functional information to break-down large LD regions. These large LD blocks often span several genes, making it difficult to determine which gene is involved in LDL-C regulation.

Determining the specific lipid sub-particles an LDL-C GWAS association signal impacts may lead to a better understanding of the mechanism underlying an LDL-C association signal. A recent mega-GWAS study tested only LDL-C, HDL-C, and TG, leaving out several lipid sub-particles, including apolipoprotein B (apoB), very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) and intermediate density lipoprotein (IDL). ApoB is strongly correlated with CHD progression (55) and is a major component of LDL-C particles. Additionally, the sizes of lipoproteins are not routinely tested in lipid GWAS, yet current research suggests that small LDL particles are strongly correlated with CHD progression (54). Thus, discovering an association between a genetic variant and lipid sub-particles would provide a possible causal mechanism underlying the GWAS association signal.

LDL-C GWAS signals can be influencing serum LDL-C levels by acting as a cis-eQTL. Thus, determining whether LDL-C GWAS variants are cis-eQTLs in tissues relevant to lipid regulation may reveal the causal mechanism underlying the GWAS association. Adipose tissue is known to be a regulator of lipid levels in humans, so the possibility of an LDL-C GWAS variant impacting serum LDL-C levels through influencing gene expression in adipose tissue is worth exploring.
One way a genetic variant may affect gene expression is through disrupting a transcription factor binding site (TFBS). A SNP may impact the transcription factor’s binding affinity to a specific DNA sequence. The software program PROMO is commonly used to determine whether a SNP may influence a TFBS. Figure 1.4 depicts the overall study design employed in Haas et al. to follow-up the LDL-C GWAS variant near \textit{APOB} (1).

![Figure 1.4 LDL-C GWAS Follow-up Study Design](image)
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1.5 Adipose Transcript Networks Identify Novel Triglyceride Genes

Serum TG levels are known to be an independent risk factor for CHD (17-19). Adipose tissue is a key regulator of serum TG levels by controlling TG storage in adipose tissue. Searching for novel genes involved in regulating TG levels may lead to a better biological understanding of hypertriglyceridemia. We used three different adipose RNA study samples derived from two distinct populations, Mexicans and Finns, to identify novel TG genes and adipose transcript networks utilizing WGCNA (3). The gene expression was measured by microarrays in two of the study samples (Mexican TG Cases/Controls and Finnish Twin Cohort) and by RNAseq in one of the study sample (METSIM TG Cases/Controls) (Table 1.5).

Mexicans have a high prevalence of hyperlipidemia, with 44% of the population having hypercholesterolemia (2), making Mexicans a particularly important population to study. Mexicans are also an understudied population, with the vast majority of lipid GWAS focusing on European origin populations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Mexican TG Cases/Controls</th>
<th>Finnish Twin Cohort</th>
<th>METSIM TG Cases/Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n (Male)</td>
<td>70 (36)</td>
<td>53 (25)</td>
<td>20 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>37.8 ± 9.2</td>
<td>28.9 ± 4.2</td>
<td>54.1 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG (mmol/L)</td>
<td>3.29 ± 2.54</td>
<td>1.08 ± 0.37</td>
<td>2.07 ± 1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>25.9 ± 2.7</td>
<td>27.7 ± 4.2</td>
<td>27.2 ± 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC (mmol/L)</td>
<td>5.78 ± 1.47</td>
<td>4.39 ± 0.74</td>
<td>5.74 ± 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL (mmol/L)</td>
<td>1.15 ± 0.28</td>
<td>1.40 ± 0.37</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting Glucose (mmol/L)</td>
<td>5.32 ± 1.09</td>
<td>5.25 ± 0.50</td>
<td>5.84 ± 0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting Insulin (mmol/L)</td>
<td>12.24 ± 8.49</td>
<td>6.53 ± 3.80</td>
<td>7.89 ± 4.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Searching for genes associated with TGs across multiple populations may reveal novel TG regulators. Different populations often have unique LD patterns and minor allele frequencies at
various SNPs, however, genes involved in regulating lipid levels are expected to be consistent across populations. Therefore, searching for genes associated with TG levels in multiple populations will provide strong evidence that the gene is truly involved in TG regulation. Table 1.5 displays the clinical characteristics of the three population samples used in our study (3).

WGCNA has been a successful method at finding groups of genes and pathways that are biologically relevant to a qualitative or quantitative trait. Utilizing WGCNA has previously lead to novel gene discoveries involved in regulating lipid levels (50), making this method an excellent tool to discover novel TG genes with adipose gene expression data.

Figure 1.5 illustrates the study design used to analyze RNAseq data in our study (3). Basically, mRNA is captured and prepped for sequencing using the Illumina mRNA Sequencing Kit, and the resulting cDNA is sequenced on the HiSeq 2000 sequencing platform. HiSeq2000 is a recently developed sequencing platform by Illumina that sequences more reads per lane than the
previous sequencer Genome Analyzer IIx by Illumina. HiSeq 2000 can sequence up to 2 billion paired-end 100 basepair reads per flow cell (8 sequencing lanes), while the Genome Analyzer IIx can obtain 640 million paired-end 150 basepair reads in a flow cell. Tophat (56,57), a software tool developed specifically for RNAseq data, is used to align the cDNA to the reference genome, and Cufflinks (58-60), the sister program of Tophat, is then utilized to determine and quantitate the transcripts. Finally, Samtools (61), a popular single nucleotide variant (SNV) calling program, is used to call SNVs.
1.6 A PCDH15 SNP is Associated with Familial Combined Hyperlipidemia

FCHL is a common familial lipid disorder found in approximately 20% of individuals with premature CHD (62). Determining novel susceptibility genes and variants is necessary to better understand the largely unknown pathophysiology of this prevalent lipid disorder. The genetic characterization of FCHL may also ultimately help prevention and develop better targeted treatments in order to combat premature death in affected FCHL individuals. Determining causal variants in chromosomal regions previously linked to FCHL consistently in multiple populations can lead to a better biological understanding of this common disorder.

*PCDH15* is a member of the cadherin superfamily of proteins known to be involved in calcium-dependent cell adhesion. A linkage peak near *PCDH15* was previously reported for FCHL (5-7). In fact the key microsatellite marker, D10S546, resides within the *PCDH15* gene, making it our prime candidate under the linkage peak. No prior genome-wide significant GWAS signals for TG or TC have been identified for *PCDH15* in prior GWAS studies (11). However, lipid GWAS have been performed on unrelated mostly normolipidemic individuals, which leaves the possibility that rare or common *PCDH15* variants may be responsible for FCHL (or its metabolic component traits) in large, extended dyslipidemic families. Therefore, to test whether nonsynonymous variants in this gene may be impacting TG or TC levels through disrupting PCDH15 function, we tested whether 4 common nonsynonymous *PCDH15* variants are associated with lipid levels in 92 Finnish and Dutch FCHL families.
The mouse has served as an important modeling tool for understanding lipid regulation. Knocking out a gene of interest in mice and then measuring lipid levels can provide direct evidence that a specific gene is involved in lipid regulation in vivo. Thus, we created a *PCDH15* loss of function knockout mouse line in collaboration with investigators at Case Western Reserve University and measured the resulting lipid levels to determine whether knocking out *PCDH15* may impact lipid levels.
CHAPTER 2:
EVIDENCE OF HOW RS7575840 INFLUENCES APOLIPOPROTEIN B-CONTAINING LIPID PARTICLES
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Abstract

Objective—Recent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) identified a variant rs7575840 in the apolipoprotein B (APOB) gene region to be associated with LDL-C. However, the underlying functional mechanism of this variant that resides 6.5 kb upstream of APOB has remained unknown. Our objective was to investigate rs7575840 for association with refined apoB containing lipid particles; for replication in a non-Caucasian Mexican population; and for underlying functional mechanism.

Methods and Results—Our data show that rs7575840 is associated with serum apoB levels ($P=4.85\times10^{-10}$) and apoB containing lipid particles, very small VLDL, IDL, and LDL particles ($P=2\times10^{-5}$ - $9\times10^{-7}$) in the Finnish METSIM study sample ($n=7,710$). Fine mapping of the APOB region using 43 SNPs replicated the association of rs7575840 with apoB in a Mexican study sample ($n=2,666$, $P=3.33\times10^{-10}$). Furthermore, our transcript analyses of adipose RNA samples from 175 Finnish METSIM subjects indicate that rs7575840 alters expression of APOB ($P=1.13\times10^{-10}$) and a regional non-coding RNA (BU630349) ($P=7.86\times10^{-9}$) in adipose tissue.

Conclusions—It has been difficult to convert GWAS associations into mechanistic insights. Our data show that rs7575840 is associated with serum apoB levels and apoB containing lipid particles as well as influences expression of APOB and a regional transcript BU630349 in adipose tissue. We thus provide evidence how a common genome-wide significant SNP rs7575840 may affect serum apoB, LDL-C, and TC levels.
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INTRODUCTION

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been successful in discovering single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that affect LDL-C levels with low to moderate effect sizes. However, many of the significantly associated SNPs are intergenic and belong to large linkage disequilibrium (LD) blocks, making it difficult to evaluate their functional relevance.

The SNP rs7575840 has been implicated in a recent GWAS for LDL-C. As rs7575840 resides in the APOB gene region, 6.5 kb upstream of the gene, we tested it for association with refined lipid phenotypes and proton NMR spectroscopy measurements of lipid particles in a Caucasian population sample, the METabolic Syndrome in Men (METSIM) cohort (n=7,710). Furthermore, to also explore the role of this GWAS variant in a non-Caucasian population, we fine-mapped the APOB region in a Mexican dyslipidemic case/control study sample and compared the regional LD between Caucasians and Mexicans. The Mexican population has a 44% prevalence of hypercholesterolemia defined by total cholesterol (TC) > 200mg/dL. Other forms of dyslipidemias are highly common in this population as well. Yet to the best of our knowledge, no GWAS has been performed to date exploring lipid levels in Mexicans. Nor have the Caucasian GWAS signals for LDL-C been explored thoroughly in the Mexican population as of yet. Thus, Mexicans represent a population with a high susceptibility to dyslipidemia underinvestigated for the underlying genetic factors.

APOB is the sole protein component of the LDL-C particle and an essential core of triglyceride-rich lipoproteins. A mutation in APOB is known to cause a monogenic autosomal dominant disease called familial hypercholesterolemia, further establishing the role of APOB in LDL metabolism. We hypothesized that rs7575840 and/or SNPs in LD with it may function as a regulatory cis-eQTL, and tested 175 adipose RNA samples from the Finnish METSIM study for allele-specific expression of transcripts within the APOB gene region.

METHODS

The study design was approved by the ethics committees of the participating centers and all subjects gave a written informed consent.

Study samples

METSIM cohort—The Finnish population-based cohort, METSIM (METabolic Syndrome In Men), was collected at the University of Kuopio, Kuopio, Finland as described previously. The METSIM cohort consisted of 7,710 male subjects, age 50–70 years, randomly selected from the population of Kuopio in Eastern Finland. Each patient participated in an interview session to measure factors that may affect cardiovascular disease risk, including prescription drug use, weekly exercise, metabolites, cardiovascular family history, and other health questions. Phenotypic determinations were performed as described previously. Plasma lipoproteins from the METSIM subjects were fractionated using proton NMR into HDL, LDL, intermediate lipoproteins (IDL), very low density lipoproteins, and chylomicron subclasses, as described previously.

Mexican hypertriglyceridemia cases and controls—A total of 2,666 Mexican hypertriglyceridemic cases and controls were recruited at the Instituto Nacional de Ciencias Médicas y Nutrición Salvador Zubirán, as described previously. Briefly, the inclusion criteria were fasting serum triglycerides > 2.3 mmol/L (200 mg/dL) for the cases and < 1.7 mmol/L (150 mg/dL) for the controls. Exclusion criteria were type 2 diabetes mellitus or morbid obesity (body mass index (BMI) > 40 kg/m2), and the use of lipid lowering drugs for
the controls. Fasting lipid levels were measured using commercially available standardized methods as described previously. Serum LDL-C levels were calculated using the Friedewald formula for subjects with TG < 400 mg/dL.

Genotyping and Real-time PCR

The SNP rs7575840 was genotyped in the METSIM study sample using the Sequenom genotyping platform. The 43 SNPs in the APOB region (~100 kb) were genotyped in the Mexican study sample using both Pyrosequencing and Illumina BeadArray technology platforms. The SNPs were in Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (p-value > 0.05) in both study samples and had a genotyping call rate > 90%. The real-time PCR of 175 METSIM RNAs for BU630349 was performed using Quantitect Reverse Transcription kit (Qiagen), as described in detail in the Supplementary methods.

Tagging of the APOB region in the Mexican study sample

We genotyped 43 SNPs for the APOB region (~100 kb) in 2,310 subjects of the Mexican dyslipidemic study sample. Using Haploview v4.2 and CEU HapMap data, we calculated that these 43 SNPs capture 90% of the variation with minor allele frequency (MAF) ≥ 5% and r² > 0.80. We utilized the CEU HapMap data for these calculations as the coverage of the Mexican American HapMap data is still incomplete.

Microarray data and gene expression analysis in METSIM fat biopsy samples

A total of 175 METSIM subjects underwent subcutaneous fat biopsies for adipose RNA isolation. The RNA isolation was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen). The adipose RNA samples were hybridized to the Illumina HT-12 v3.0 expression chips. Genome Studio was used to perform quantile normalization and background subtraction. An absent call was made with the detection p-values > 0.01. Probes with >50% absent calls were excluded from the analysis. All METSIM subjects were unrelated males. Microarray data for the transcripts in the APOB gene region (~500 kb) will be submitted to the NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus repository in MIAME compliant format (GSE27666).

To test whether the APOB or BU630349 expression in 175 METSIM fat biopsies are influenced by the rs7575840 genotypes, we log transformed the APOB and BU630349 expression values. Expression values more than 4 standard deviations from the mean were removed from the analysis. The two-sided Student’s T-test was performed to compare the means between carriers of the T rare allele and the homozygous common G group (i.e. dominant model). The ECR Vista browser was used to look at the conservation of BU630349 across 13 species.

Association analysis in METSIM

To test for association between the SNPs and lipid traits, and lipoprotein subclasses, we performed multivariate linear regression analysis for the additive genetic model using SPSS software. Trait values were adjusted for age and log transformed BMI. Subjects with BMI > 40, lipid lowering medication, diabetes, or a trait value greater than 4 standard deviations from the mean were excluded from the analysis, leaving 5,054 METSIM individuals in the association analyses. Pearson correlation analyses were performed between the raw lipid particle measurements and gene expression (APOB and BU630349). The gene expression values were log transformed, and values greater than 4 standard deviations from the mean were removed.
Association analysis in Mexican hypertriglyceridemic cases and controls

To unify the association analysis with the METSIM analysis, we performed the multivariate linear regression analysis using SPSS software by adjusting the trait values for age, sex, log transformed BMI, and hypertriglyceridemia case-control status. Subjects with BMI >40, lipid lowering medication, diabetes, or a trait value greater than 4 standard deviations from the mean were excluded from the statistical analysis. Bonferroni correction (43 tested SNPs; P<0.001) was employed to evaluate significance. We did not correct for three tested traits, as apoB, LDL-C and TC are known to be highly correlated.

Individual ancestry (IA) analyses

We had genotype data for 82 evenly distributed ancestry informative markers (AIMs) for 2,310 of the Mexican hypertriglyceridemia case-control samples. These AIMs were selected based on a published list of European/Amerindian AIMs and were used to calculate individual ancestry (IA) estimates using the STRUCTURE 2.2 software, as described in the Supplementary methods.

RESULTS

The SNP rs7575840 resides in the APOB region, 6.5 kb upstream of APOB. To further investigate the association signal of rs7575840, we first tested the SNP for association with refined lipid levels and proton NMR spectroscopy measurements of lipid particles in the Finnish population sample METSIM. Table 1 shows that the rare allele T (MAF=28%) of rs7575840 is significantly associated with elevated apoB, LDL-C and TC levels in METSIM (n=7,710), apoB providing the most significant evidence of association (P=4.85×10^{-10}). The proportion of 1 SD change in standardized apoB residual values for each copy of the risk allele was 0.14, and the contribution of this genetic effect can explain 0.8% of the total variance of apoB levels in METSIM (Table 1). The most associated lipid particles were the very small VLDL, IDL as well as all of the LDL subclasses (P=2×10^{-5}, 9×10^{-7}) (Supplementary Table 1). Among the tested lipoprotein subclasses, rs7575840 explains the most variance for these same subclasses (Supplementary Figure 1). Furthermore, the strongest signals classified by positive beta were also observed for the VLDL, IDL and LDL subclasses (Beta=8×10^{-3}, 3×10^{-2}) (Supplementary Table 1).

Different populations may have different signals due to the underlying differences in LD. To investigate whether the effect of rs7575840 on serum apoB levels also extends to a non-Caucasian population, we first fine mappled the APOB gene region (±100 kb) by genotyping 43 SNPs in the Mexican dyslipidemic study sample (n=2,310). By utilizing the Caucasian HapMap CEU samples and the Mexican apoB controls (apoB levels ≤50th age/sex specific Mexican population percentile), we first observed that the LD pattern in Caucasians closely resembles the LD in Mexicans (Supplementary figure 2). When testing the 43 SNPs for association with apoB, we observed 4 non-redundant independent signals (r^2<0.6) passing the Bonferroni correction (P<0.001) (Supplementary Table 2, Supplementary figure 2). Among the 43 tested SNPs, rs693, rs1367117, and rs7575840, that have been implicated in previous GWAS for LDL-C, provided strong evidence of association with apoB, though rs1367117 and rs7575840 represent redundant signals, as described below. The p-values for these three SNPs were ranked in the top 5 for all of the three tested traits, apoB, LDL-C, and TC (Supplementary Tables 2-4). To further validate these associations, we extended the genotyping of rs693, rs1367117, and rs7575840 to 356 additional Mexican dyslipidemic samples available for study (total n=2,666, Table 2), which further strengthened the association signals for apoB (p-values of 2.90×10^{-6}, 6.83×10^{-6}, and 3.33×10^{-5}; explaining 0.74%, 0.90%, and 0.76% of the apoB levels, respectively). The LDL-C and TC traits provided somewhat less significant p-values (Table 2). Interestingly, rs1367117, is a
nonsynonymous SNP (T71D) in APOB. However, according to VISTA browser the amino acid T71 is only conserved in mammals, and furthermore, the amino acid change T71D was previously predicted to be benign using the PolyPhen, SIFT, and PANTHER algorithms\textsuperscript{11}. The SNP rs693 is a synonymous variant. It is worth noting that the association signals were all for the same risk allele as in Caucasians. Hence, our results suggest that these Caucasian GWAS signals extend to the Mexican population.

We next investigated the pairwise LD of rs7575840 with all other SNPs in the APOB gene region (±100 kb) using the Caucasian HapMap CEU sample and Mexican apoB controls (Supplementary figure 3). We observed that the regional differences in pairwise LD between the two populations are not large (Supplementary figure 3). The SNP rs693 was not in strong LD with rs7575840 or rs1367117 (r\textsuperscript{2}<0.55 both in HapMap CEU and Mexican apoB controls). The pairwise LD (using r\textsuperscript{2}) between rs7575840 and rs1367117 in the Mexican apoB controls was 0.80 and in the CEU HapMap sample 0.91, indicating that in both populations rs7575840 and rs1367117 are proxies, likely reflecting the same functional signal.

Mexicans are an admixed population that descends from a recent mix of Amerindian and European ancestry with a small proportion of African ancestry\textsuperscript{14-15}. Population admixture may confound allelic association if both the trait distribution and the allele frequency differ between ancestries. We previously demonstrated that the apoB distribution did not differ with individual ancestry (IA) estimates in 2,310 subjects of the Mexican hypertriglyceridemia cases and controls\textsuperscript{5}. However, to further eliminate the possibility of spurious associations due to admixture, we also performed the association analyses of rs7575840, rs1367117, and rs693 while including IA estimates as a covariate in the regression model. In these adjusted analyses, we obtained P-values of 3.76\texttimes10\textsuperscript{-45}, 6.55\texttimes10\textsuperscript{-06} and 1.30\texttimes10\textsuperscript{-06} for residual apoB levels, respectively, suggesting that the associations are not confounded by population admixture.

As rs7575840 resides 6.5 kb upstream of APOB, it may modify regulatory elements. To investigate whether rs7575840 affects the expression of APOB and/or transcripts in the APOB gene region, we searched for gene expression probes within 500 kb of APOB. The APOB probe ILMN_1664024, which corresponds with the APOB refseq ID NM_000384, was expressed in the 175 METSIM samples. No other expressed probes were observed within 500 kb of APOB on the microarray. We also tested a local transcript BU630349 for differential expression between the rs7575840 genotypes by RT-PCR, because it was previously found to be significantly differentially expressed based on the rs7575840 genotype (i.e. cis-eQTL) in liver (P=1.62\texttimes10\textsuperscript{-25}), passing a multiple testing correction of FDR<0.05\textsuperscript{6}. No effect was observed between the rs7575840 genotypes and APOB expression in liver\textsuperscript{16} BU630349 is a 662-bp long predicted non-coding RNA located 872 bp upstream of APOB and conserved in primates. To ensure we did not obtain spurious associations due to a small number of homozygous individuals, we utilized a dominant model to test for cis-eQTLs. The METSIM subjects carrying at least one minor allele of rs7575840 had significantly more APOB expression (P=1.13\texttimes10\textsuperscript{-10}) and BU630349 expression (P=7.86\texttimes10\textsuperscript{-06}) in adipose tissue relative to the homozygous common group (figures 1-2). The fold change between the two groups was 1.17X for APOB and 1.78X for BU630349, rs7575840 explaining 21.5% and 11.2% of the APOB and BU630349 variance, respectively (figures 1-2). The associations were also significant using an additive model (P=5.37\texttimes10\textsuperscript{-09} for APOB, P=2.18\texttimes10\textsuperscript{-06} for BU630349). The detected APOB differential expression is in line with the observation that individuals with the rare allele of rs7575840 have higher serum apoB levels (Table 1).
To determine whether expression of APOB or BU630349 may be related to lipoprotein subclasses, we performed Pearson correlations in the 175 METSIM fat biopsy samples. Both expression of APOB and BU630349 were positively correlated with HDL-C concentration/particles and negatively correlated with triglycerides and VLDL concentration/particles (Supplementary figure 4). We also observed that raw serum apoB levels were negatively correlated with APOB expression in adipose tissue ($p=0.005$, $r=-0.21$).

To search for a possible mechanism of how rs7575840 influences APOB and BU630349 expression, we performed in silico analysis using the PROMO program to search for transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) that differ based on rs7575840 genotype. We found that the major allele uniquely codes for a TFBS for CEBPA and CEBPB transcription factors, and the minor allele codes for a YY1 TFBS. CEBPA expression was positively correlated with APOB ($r=0.50$, $P=1.57 \times 10^{-12}$) and BU630349 expression ($r=0.21$, $P=6.91 \times 10^{-03}$) in the 175 METSIM adipose RNA samples. This is in line with the fact that APOB and BU630349 expression were also correlated in adipose ($r=0.49$, $p=1.46 \times 10^{-11}$).

After using the rs7575840 genotype as a covariate, the correlations between CEBPA and APOB were stronger and about 1000 times more significant ($r=0.56$ and $P=8.38 \times 10^{-16}$ for additive model; $r=0.58$ and $P=6.92 \times 10^{-17}$ for dominant model). The correlation between CEBPA and BU630349 were slightly stronger when correcting for rs7575840 genotype ($r=0.24$ and $P=1.97 \times 10^{-03}$ for additive genotype; $r=0.23$ and $P=2.42 \times 10^{-03}$ for dominant genotype). SNP rs7575840 was not significantly associated with CEBPB or YY1 expression. CEBPA and CEBPB were positively correlated with each other ($r=0.37$, $p=3.30 \times 10^{-07}$). Taken together, our in silico and gene expression data suggest that rs7575840 may affect APOB and BU630349 expression in adipose by influencing a CEBPA binding site.

**DISCUSSION**

Our data in two different populations, Finns and Mexicans, implicate the rs7575840 variant near the APOB gene for apoB, LDL-C and TC levels, the most affected traits in our analyses being apoB and apoB containing lipid particles. Furthermore, our novel data also revealed a possible functional mechanism how rs7575840 influences apoB, LDL-C and TC levels by altering the expression level of the APOB gene itself and a regional non-coding RNA (BU630349) in adipose tissue. The latter has also been shown to be differentially expressed by rs7575840 in 427 liver samples. A nonsynonymous SNP, rs1367117, that has also been identified in a recent GWAS meta-analysis for LDL-C is in high LD with rs7575840 both in Caucasians and Mexicans. Our functional findings suggest a mechanism how these redundant, genome-wide significant GWAS signals, rs7575840 and rs1367117, may alter apoB levels.

Variants in APOB have been investigated for associations with lipids in multiple previous candidate gene studies mostly based on Caucasian populations. In a recent Caucasian mega meta-analysis GWAS of mainly population-based samples, the amino acid change rs1367117 in APOB resulted in a p-value of $4.48 \times 10^{-114}$ for LDL-C in 95,402 subjects, whereas rs7575840 (LD=0.9 by $r^2$) resulted in a p-value of $1.67 \times 10^{-58}$ for LDL-C in 41,912 subjects. It is important to confirm whether the known loci have a consistent effect across ethnic groups to determine which variants are to be used in cardiovascular risk assessment. Furthermore, despite the high prevalence of high LDL-C (46%) in Mexicans, little is known about the genetic factors predisposing to high cholesterol levels in this non-Caucasian population. Our trans-ethnic fine mapping shows the first replication of these two GWAS variants and another previous GWAS variant, rs69312, in the Mexican population with a high susceptibility to dyslipidemia.
The recent Caucasian mega GWAS study\(^1\) focused on TC and LDL-C, whereas apoB levels were not available for the study. Although we also obtained significant association evidence for TC and LDL-C, we observed the strongest association signal with apoB. ApoB is the sole protein component of LDL particles and present in most atherogenic lipoprotein particles. Previous prospective epidemiological studies have clearly shown that apoB levels predict the CAD risk better than LDL-C and TC levels\(^1\). Our study demonstrates that rs7575840 is associated with VLDL, IDL, and LDL subclases. These data further implicate the role of rs7575840 and/or SNPs in LD with it in apoB metabolism.

Discovering the underlying mechanisms behind GWAS signals has been very difficult, largely due to large linkage disequilibrium blocks, spanning many genes, and the absence of functional evidence provided by the GWAS. To search for a possible function of rs7575840, we utilized one of the largest subcutaneous fat biopsy gene expression cohorts published to date (n=175). Because adipose tissue is an important regulator of lipid metabolism in humans, we decided to determine whether rs7575840 genotype alters gene expression in this tissue. We discovered that rs7575840 is associated with APOB and BU630349 expression in adipose tissue, providing possible regulatory mechanisms how this SNP may alter apoB, LDL-C and TC levels. Importantly, the same cis-eQTL between rs7575840 and BU630349 has previously been observed in liver, although the APOB expression did not differ between the rs7575840 genotypes\(^1\). Differences in the used microarray platforms may have contributed to these discrepancies. However, even though the hepatic APOB expression did not differ by the rs7575840 genotypes, the regional non-coding RNA BU630349 may still serve as a post-transcriptional regulator of APOB, because besides expression long non-coding RNAs may affect splicing, transport, translation, and epigenetic regulation of genes\(^2\). Interestingly, we also found that the binding site of a transcription factor, CEBPA, is predicted to differ based on the rs7575840 genotypes, and its expression was positively correlated with APOB and BU630349 expression in the 175 METSIM adipose RNA samples. CEBPA is highly expressed both in adipose tissue and liver, known to modulate leptin and adiponectin expression; and induces expression of genes involved in differentiation of granulocytes, monocytes, adipocytes and hepatocytes\(^2\)\(^3\). Future studies are warranted to determine the detailed molecular mechanisms how rs7575840 or SNPs in LD with it ultimately impact apoB levels. Nevertheless, taken together our data provide the first piece of evidence how rs7575840 influences apoB and apoB containing lipid particles.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
APOB expression in 173 METSIM fat biopsies based on the rs7575840 genotypes. The TX genotype group (n=85) contains carriers of the minor allele (T), and the GG genotype group (n=90) are homozygous for the common (G) allele. We added a regression line to show the trend of the difference in means.
Figure 2.
BU630349 expression in 175 METSIM fat biopsies using the same rs7575840 genotype groups as described in legend to figure 1. We added a regression line to show the trend of the difference in means.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Standardized Effect size</th>
<th>Variance explained</th>
<th>Effect Allele</th>
<th>Effect Allele Freq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rs7575840</td>
<td>ApoB</td>
<td>4.85x10^{-16}</td>
<td>5026</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.77%</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDL-C</td>
<td>3.89x10^{-9}</td>
<td>5054</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.68%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TC</td>
<td>8.05x10^{-9}</td>
<td>5052</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Linear regression was performed on the METSIM cohort using an additive model. The effect allele is the allele associated with an increased trait value. Variance explained represents the percent of the overall variation in the standardized residuals that can be attributed to the additive model.

* B (beta) represents the proportion of 1 SD change in standardized trait values for each copy of the rare allele

† standard error of beta

‡ the frequency of the effect allele.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Standardized Effect Size</th>
<th>Variance explained</th>
<th>Effect Allele</th>
<th>Effect Allele Freq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs1367117</td>
<td>ApoB</td>
<td>6.83×10^{-5}</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.90%</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LDL-C</td>
<td>6.06×10^{-4}</td>
<td>1551</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TC</td>
<td>2.07×10^{-5}</td>
<td>2384</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs7575840</td>
<td>ApoB</td>
<td>3.33×10^{-5}</td>
<td>2272</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LDL-C</td>
<td>2.2×10^{-6}</td>
<td>1563</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TC</td>
<td>9.65×10^{-5}</td>
<td>2406</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs693</td>
<td>ApoB</td>
<td>2.90×10^{-5}</td>
<td>2312</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.94%</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LDL-C</td>
<td>3.86×10^{-3}</td>
<td>1598</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TC</td>
<td>6.41×10^{-5}</td>
<td>2446</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Linear regression was performed in the Mexican study sample using an additive model, as described in the footnote to Table 1.

* Serum LDL-C levels were calculated using the Friedewald formula only for subjects with TGs<400 mg/dL.
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INVESTIGATION OF ADIPOSE TRANSCRIPT NETWORKS ACROSS POPULATIONS IDENTIFIES NOVEL TRIGLYCERIDE GENES

The data in this chapter have been submitted for publication (Haas et al. submitted\textsuperscript{1})
Summary of the submitted manuscript

Searching for novel TG-associated biological networks in adipose tissue may provide novel insights into TG regulation. We measured gene expression in adipose samples from two Finnish and one Mexican study sample. In each study sample, we observed a module (biological gene expression network) that was significantly associated with serum TG levels using the weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA). The most significant TG modules observed in each of the three study samples significantly overlapped ($p<10^{-10}$) and shared 34 genes, utilizing two unique methods of measuring gene expression, microarrays and RNAseq. In the 34 genes shared between the three TG modules, more nonsynonymous variants ($p = 0.034$) and overall variants ($p = 0.018$) were observed in individuals with high TGs when compared with the individuals with low TGs. Seven of the 34 genes were identified as the key hub genes of all three TG modules ($p<10^{-7}$). As only 11 of the 34 genes have prior evidence of involvement in CHD, type 2 diabetes, or obesity, our study provides 23 new candidates for TG regulation. Furthermore, two of the 34 genes (ARHGAP9, LST1) reside in previous TG GWAS regions, suggesting them as the regional candidates underlying the GWAS signals. This study presents a novel TG biological network shared across populations.
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Abstract Familial combined hyperlipidemia (FCHL) is a common lipid disorder characterized by the presence of multiple lipoprotein phenotypes that increase the risk of premature coronary heart disease. In a previous study, we identified an intragenic microsatellite marker within the protocadherin 15 (PCDH15) gene to be associated with high triglycerides (TGs) in Finnish dyslipidemic families. In this study we analyzed all four nonsynonymous SNPs within PCDH15 in 1,268 individuals from Finnish and Dutch multigenerational families with FCHL. Association analyses of quantitative traits for SNPs were performed using the QTDT test. The nonsynonymous SNP rs10825269 resulted in a P = 0.0006 for the quantitative TG trait. Additional evidence for association was observed with the same SNP for apolipoprotein B levels (apoB) (P = 0.0001) and total cholesterol (TC) levels (P = 0.001). None of the other three SNPs tested showed a significant association with any lipid-related trait. We investigated the expression of PCDH15 in different human tissues and observed that PCDH15 is expressed in several tissues including liver and pancreas. In addition, we measured the plasma lipid levels in mice with loss-of-function mutations in Pcdh15 (Pcdh15<sup>+/−</sup> and Pcdh15<sup>−/−</sup>) to investigate possible abnormalities in their lipid profile. We observed a significant difference in plasma TG and TC concentrations for the Pcdh15<sup>−/−</sup> carriers when compared with the wild type (P = 0.013 and P = 0.044, respectively). Our study suggests that PCDH15 is associated with lipid abnormalities.

Introduction

Familial combined hyperlipidemia (FCHL) is a complex disease characterized by hypertriglyceridemia, hypercholesterolemia or both (Goldstein et al. 1973). In addition, high serum levels of apolipoprotein-B (apo-B) are often observed in FCHL affected individuals (Brunzell et al. 1983; Ayyobi et al. 2003). Several genome-wide scans have been performed to detect susceptibility loci for FCHL (Pajukanta et al. 1999; Aouizerat et al. 1999; Allayee et al. 2002). In a previous study, we identified an intragenic microsatellite marker (D10S546) within the protocadherin 15 (PCDH15) to be associated with high serum triglycerides (TGs) in Finnish dyslipidemic families (Lilja et al. 2004). Furthermore, PCDH15 resides in a region on chromosome 10q11 that has been linked to lipid abnormalities in several studies (Pajukanta et al. 1999; Lilja et al. 2004; Huertas-Vazquez et al. 2005). PCDH15 is a member of the
cadherin superfamily and encodes an integral membrane protein that mediates calcium-dependent cell-cell adhesion. Mutations in PCDH15 have been associated with hearing-loss and visual-loss due to retinitis pigmentosa (Ahmed et al. 2001; Alagaramani et al. 2001a). Several previous epidemiological studies have demonstrated a relationship between hearing loss and hyperlipidemia (Rosen et al. 1964; Rosen and Olin 1965; Evans et al. 2006; Chang et al. 2007). In this study, we investigated all nonsynonymous SNPs within PCDH15, rs11004439, rs10825269, rs4935502 rs2135720, for association with the FCHL component traits, TGs, total cholesterol (TC) and apo-B in multigenerational Finnish and Dutch families with FCHL as well as the PCDH15 expression pattern in different human tissues. In addition, we investigated the lipid profile in mice with two different loss-of-function mutations in Pdhl15.

Subjects and methods

Finnish FCHL families

A total of 60 Finnish FCHL families comprising 719 individuals were included in this study. The families were recruited in the Helsinki and Turku University Central Hospitals. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for FCHL have been described in detail previously (Pajukanta et al. 1999; Soro et al. 2002). All subjects gave their informed consent. The study design was approved by the ethics committees of the participating centers.

Dutch FCHL families

A total of 32 Dutch FCHL families comprising 549 individuals were included in this study. The families were recruited at the Lipid Clinic of the Utrecht Academic University Hospital, the Netherlands. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for FCHL have been described in detail previously (Allayee et al. 2002). All subjects provided written informed consent. The study design was approved by the ethics committee of the participating center.

Biochemical analysis and SNP genotyping

Serum lipid parameters were measured as described earlier (Pajukanta et al. 1999; Soro et al. 2002; Allayee et al. 2002). We selected all nonsynonymous SNPs within the PCDH15 gene, rs11004439, rs10825269, rs4935502 and rs2135720, for genotyping. The SNP primers were designed for PCR using the Primer3 program, and for detection, using the SNP Primer Design software (Pyrosequencing). Genotyping of the 1,268 Finnish and Dutch FCHL family members was performed with the Pyrosequencing technique on the automated FSQ HS96A platform. All SNPs had at least 92% genotype call rate. For quality control, we replicated 3.5% of the genotyped samples. The percentage agreement between samples was >99%. All SNPs were tested for a possible violation of Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE).

Statistical analysis

All of the association analyses were performed using quantitative lipid traits. The quantitative transmission disequilibrium test (QTDIT) (Abecasis et al. 2000) implemented in the genetic analysis package SOLAR. QTDIT was performed for each analyzed trait in the Finnish and Dutch families, both separately and in the combined dataset. We analyzed the quantitative TG, TC, and apo-B, traits, as they are the key component traits of FCHL. The residuals for these traits were adjusted by age and sex in the total sample, using the SPSS 12.0 program. The PedCheck program was used to assess the genotype data for pedigree inconsistencies (O’Connell and Weeks 1998). P values of less than <0.05 after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing were considered statistically significant. However, it is worth noting that the Bonferroni correction for the probability values obtained in these analyses can be considered conservative, because we investigated highly correlated lipid traits. Apo-A1 and HDL-C traits were analyzed as secondary traits for rs10825269 after establishing the significant associations with TGs and apo-B.

To analyze whether rs10825269 affects a combined trait of HDL-C and TGs, we utilized option 19 of Mendel software (Lange et al. 1976, 2001; Lange and Boehnke 1983). Mendel option 19 performs QTL association using a variance components model. We used a bivariate model consisting of an additive polygenic effect, a random environmental effect, and an additive SNP regression coefficient. Standardized residuals for HDL and LogTG were age and sex corrected, and proband ascertainment was corrected for within Mendel. A likelihood ratio test was performed using the formula: LRT = 2(ln(L_{null}) - ln(L_{alt})), where L_{null} = maximum likelihood of the bivariate model, and L_{alt} = maximum likelihood of the bivariate model without the additive SNP regression coefficient.

Simulation for functional change in coding nsSNPs

The PolyPhen software was used to investigate a possible impact of all nonsynonymous changes on the structure and function of the PCDH15 in silico.

Cross species comparisons

The cross species conservation of the nonsynonymous SNPs was evaluated using the UCSC genome browser.
The expression of PCDH15 mRNA was analyzed using the human multiple tissue cDNA panel 1 (Clontech). Specific primers for the PCR amplification of PCDH15 were 5'-CCAAGGACAAAGCTATG TACCTGGAGCTCCAAG-3' (forward) and 5'-GACGAGTCACATCGGCTTTGCCG CTCAAGTC-3' (reverse), amplifying a 396 bp fragment (Rouget-Quermalet et al. 2006). Amplification of specific DNA fragments was performed by adding 3 μl of cDNA from the Human Tissue panel 1 to a PCR mixture containing 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.4 μM of each primer, 2 μl of 10× reaction buffer, 1.5 μM MgCl2 and 0.2 μl of Taq DNA polymerase. PCR conditions were as follows: After initial denaturation at 93°C for 0 min at 94°C, the reaction was subjected to 35 cycles of denaturation (93°C, 1 min), annealing (61°C) and extension (1 min, 72°C). The amplified products were separated on a 1% agarose gel electrophoresis. G3PDH was used as a reference gene.

Animals

All the mice serum samples were collected at the Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Case Western Reserve University, University Hospitals-Case Medical Center. All mice used in this study were maintained on standard mouse diet (6% fat, Purina 3000 from Purina that contains 6% fat). The mice were fasted for 12 h, beginning one hour after the start of their light cycle. At the conclusion of the fast, each mouse gained weight. A total of 41 mice sera were collected for the FVB/N genetic background Pcdh15+/+ (n = 13 mutant: 3 males and 10 females; and n = 8 controls: 4 males and 4 females), and for the C57BL/6J genetic background Pcdh15−/− (n = 9 mutant: 5 males, 4 females; and n = 11 controls: 4 males and 7 females). Mutant mice were generated as described previously (Alagaramani et al. 2001b). All animal experimental protocols were approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, Case Western Reserve University.

Mice serum lipid measurement

All mice were fed a normal diet for 100 days and lipid concentrations were determined. TC and TGs were determined as described previously (Castellani et al. 2004). Each lipid determination was measured in triplicate. The statistical analysis to evaluate differences in the mice lipid measurements was determined by using the unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test. Sex was included as a covariate in these analyses. Values of P ≤ 0.05 were considered to be significant.

Results

The mean lipids values of the 92 Dutch and Finnish FHCL families included in this study are shown in Table 1. All nonsynonymous SNPs within PCDH15 were genotyped in these 92 Finnish and Dutch FHCL families. Genotype distributions for the four investigated SNPs in both populations were consistent with the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in unrelated groups of family members (P > 0.05). Of the four nonsynonymous SNPs investigated, SNP rs10825269 showed significant evidence for association for the different quantitative lipid traits, TGs (P = 0.001), apo-B (P = 0.002) and TC (P = 0.04) in the Finns, and for the quantitative apo-B trait in the Dutch (P = 0.04) for the same allele (C). No significant association signals were observed with the other three SNPs rs1004439, rs4955502 and rs2135720 (P > 0.05). None of the investigated SNPs were in linkage disequilibrium with each other. Next we performed a combined data analysis of both the Finnish and Dutch families with FHCL, and observed a significant increase of statistical significance for all investigated quantitative lipid traits (uncorrected P = 0.001–0.0001, Bonferroni corrected P = 0.02–0.0002).

Association results for the combined study sample for SNP rs10825269 are presented in Table 2. We also investigated the nonsynonymous SNP rs10825269 within PCDH15 for associations with quantitative Apo-A1 and HDL-C levels in the Finnish and Dutch FHCL families. No evidence for association was observed for these traits (P > 0.05). The frequency of the minor allele of the SNP rs10825269 in both populations was 10%, which is in good agreement with the allele frequency reported by the International HapMap project in the CEPH samples (http://www.hapmap.org).

The chromosomal region on 10q11, where PCDH15 is located, was also implicated for a combined trait of HDL-C and TGs in our previous study (Liita et al. 2004). Therefore, we investigated whether rs10825269 affects the combined trait of HDL-C and TGs in the Dutch and Finnish families with FHCL. For this analysis, we utilized option

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Finnish FHCL</th>
<th>Dutch FHCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of families</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of subjects (M/F)</td>
<td>719 (356/363)</td>
<td>549 (273/276)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG, mg/dl (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>316.4 ± 151.0</td>
<td>315.0 ± 201.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC, mg/dl (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>298.8 ± 41.3</td>
<td>301.7 ± 61.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apo-B, mg/dl (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>146.7 ± 31.1</td>
<td>141.8 ± 24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL-C, mg/dl (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>40.9 ± 13.1</td>
<td>39.4 ± 12.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F/M male/female, TG triglycerides, TC total cholesterol, Apo-B apolipoprotein-B, HDL-C HDL cholesterol.
Table 2. Quantitative family-based association analysis of lipid phenotypes with SNPs rs10825269 in the Finnish and Dutch FCHL families using the QTDT program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Major/minor allele</th>
<th>Minor allele frequency</th>
<th>QTDT*</th>
<th>QTDT†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TG</td>
<td>C/T</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apo-B</td>
<td>C/T</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>C/T</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The risk allele is indicated in bold.

TG, triglycerides; TC, total cholesterol; apo-B, apolipoprotein-B.

* Uncorrected P values (Bonferroni correction for the probability values obtained in these analyses can be considered conservative because we investigate highly correlated lipid traits).

† P values obtained after Bonferroni correction for 24 test (4 SNPs, 3 traits, 2 different populations).

19 of Mendel software (Lange et al. 1976, 2001; Lange and Boehnke 1983) (see Subjects and methods section). We observed that rs10825269 does not significantly alter this combined trait (P = 0.08).

The nonsynonymous changes of rs10825269, rs11004439 and rs2135720 were predicted to be benign by the PolyPhen software (PSIC score difference: 0.057, 1.023 and 1.034, respectively). The SNP rs4935720, 166 b.p. away from SNP rs10825269, was predicted to be possibly damaging (PSIC score: 1.7). We also examined the sequence conservation across species of the nonsynonymous variants within PCDH15. The cross-species conservation of these nonsynonymous SNPs are shown in Fig. 1.

Next, we investigated the tissue distribution of PCDH15 in different human tissues using a commercial human multissue cDNA panel of eight different tissues. We observed that PCDH15 was expressed in brain, heart, kidney, liver, lung and pancreas. Figure 2 shows the expression patterns of PCDH15 in eight human adult tissues.

To investigate possible alterations in the lipid profiles of the Pcdh15 mouse mutants, we measured the lipid levels of two mouse mutants homozygous for different loss of function mutation in Pcdh15 (Pcdh15<sup>15638</sup> and Pcdh15<sup>15639</sup>) (Fig. 3a). We observed a significant decrease in plasma TG and TC concentrations between the Pcdh15<sup>15638</sup> homozygotes and age-matched wild type siblings (P = 0.013 and P = 0.044, respectively) (Fig. 3b). No statistically significant differences were observed between the Pcdh15<sup>15639</sup> homozygotes and controls for any lipid trait (data not shown).

**Discussion**

Results from our study suggest that the common allele of SNP rs10825269 within PCDH15 is associated with TG, apo-B and TC levels in FCHL. This SNP resides in the same exon as the microsatellite D10S546 that was previously associated with high TGs in the Finnish families with FCHL (Li et al., 2004). The functional role of the amino acid substitution G380S in the lipid metabolism is unknown. This amino acid substitution is located in the extracellular domain and resides in a highly conserved residue. Although the amino acid change was predicted to be benign using the PolyPhen software (Ramensky and Bork 2002), nonsynonymous SNPs in the coding region of a gene could affect the structure and function of the protein.

---

**Fig. 1** Nonsynonymous sequence variants in PCDH15. a All nonsynonymous sequence variants within PCDH15. N-ter N-terminus of the amino acid sequence, C1 caderin domain 1, C2 caderin domain 2, etc.; C-ter C-terminus of the amino acid sequence. b Sequence conservation across species of nonsynonymous variants in PCDH15. The alignment includes Human (Hs), chimpanzee (Pit), rhesus monkey (mm), mouse (mm), rat (rt), dog (cf), armadillo (Ada), elephant (Ea), horse (Bo).
Fig. 2. Expression patterns of PCDH15 in eight human adult tissues (upper panel). G3PDH was used as a positive control (lower panel).

Fig. 3. a Mouse loss-of-function mutations in Pedh15 investigated in this study. The solid rectangle indicates protein truncation due to premature stop mutations in the mutant mouse. N-ter N-terminus of the amino acid sequence, C1 cadherin domain 1, C2 cadherin domain 2, etc., C-ter C-terminus of the amino acid sequence. b Levels of TGs and total cholesterol in the Pedh15 mouse mutant in the loss-of-function allele Pedh15<sup>−/−</sup>, when compared to sibling controls. Groups of mice were as follows: 9 mutant and 11 control mice (C57BL/6J genetic background). TG and total cholesterol levels are expressed in mg/dl.

also remains possible that SNP rs10825269 is in linkage disequilibrium with another functional DNA variant at this locus.

PCDH15 is a member of the cadherin superfamily of calcium-dependent cell-cell adhesion molecules. PCDH15 plays an essential role in the maintenance of normal retinal and cochlear function, and mutations in PCDH15 have been associated with nonsyndromic (DFNB23) (Ahmed et al. 2003) and syndromic hearing loss (the Usher syndrome type 1F, USH1F) (Ahmed et al. 2001; Alagumam et al. 2001a). Although PCDH15 has not been directly related with lipid abnormalities, previous biochemical analysis suggested that USH1F patients have decreased levels of long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids in plasma (Maude et al. 1998). In addition, previous epidemiological studies have linked hearing loss to lipid abnormalities, showing that hyperlipidemia and atherosclerosis can induce alteration in cochlear function (Rosen et al. 1964; Rosen and Olin 1965; Evans et al. 2006; Chang et al. 2007). The biological role of protocadherins in lipid abnormalities is unclear. The large size and diversity of members of the protocadherin family suggest the participation of these
proteins in a wide variety of biological processes. Previous studies of the Usher syndrome and visual abnormalities have shown that PCDH15 is expressed in several tissues including retina, brain, cerebellum, kidney, cochlea and liver (Aflagamam et al. 2001a; Rouquet-Quermalet et al. 2006). In this study, the expression pattern of PCDH15 in human was consistent with the pattern previously observed in mice (Aflagamam et al. 2001b; Rouquet-Quermalet et al. 2006). Importantly, we also demonstrate that PCDH15 is expressed in human pancreas. Further investigation is necessary to confirm the role of PCDH15 in lipid abnormalities.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that lipid traits have been investigated in the Podh15 mouse mutant. Although additional studies are necessary to confirm our findings, these observations suggest a possible alteration in the lipid profile of the Podh15 mouse mutant due to the Podh15 knock-out loss-of-function mutation. Not statistically significant differences were observed in the Podh15-/- knock-out loss-of-function mutation. The observed results suggest differences in the genetic background between the FVB/N and C57BL/6J strains. This suggestion is indirectly supported by a previous study demonstrating that the FVB/N strain is susceptible to diet-induced atherosclerosis whereas the C57BL/6J strain is resistant (Hoover-How et al. 2006). A given phenotype could be obvious in one inbred genetic background but it could be suppressed in another genetic background (potential genetic modifier effect; Nadeau 2001).

Genome-wide association analyses in unrelated individuals have identified several loci associated with lipid abnormalities. However, the variants identified so far explain a small fraction of the disease risk, suggesting that many genes implicated in the lipid metabolism still remain undiscovered. We have previously identified several genes associated with FCHL using family-based studies and replicated our results in different cohorts (Pajukanta et al. 2004; Huetas-Vazquez et al. 2005, 2008; Weissglas-Volkov et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2008; Plaisier et al. 2009). Family-based studies are more robust to population stratification and families ascertained for the disease of interest provide a powerful tool for association studies.

In conclusion, we have identified a nonsynonymous variant in PCDH15 associated with TG, apo-B and TC levels in multigenerational Caucasian FCHL families. Replication in additional FCHL study samples and sequencing of PCDH15 are warranted to further explore the effects of PCDH15 in FCHL.
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CHAPTER 5:

Conclusions
5.1 Summary of Approaches

The first part of my thesis focused on discovering genetic variation and the underlying mechanisms regulating serum lipid levels. A common method used to reveal the underlying mechanism of a GWAS signal is to determine whether the SNP acts as a *cis*-eQTL in a tissue known to be relevant to lipid regulation. Knowing whether a SNP impacts gene expression can offer a potential biological mechanism responsible for a GWAS signal. This biological mechanism can then be further tested and explored using functional studies. In this thesis we studied an LDL GWAS signal (1).

Determining the specific lipid sub-particles an LDL-C GWAS signal is associated with can also provide novel information regarding the underlying mechanism influencing serum LDL-C levels. The refined subphenotypes and endophenotypes can help further dissect the critical phenotype–genotype relationship of a variant. As demonstrated in chapter 2, we showed that LDL-C GWAS SNP rs7575840 is associated with apoB-containing lipid sub-particles, including IDL and VLDL (1). Thus, future research can search for ways rs7575840 may act on IDL and VLDL regulatory pathways.

The second part of my thesis utilized WGCNA across multiple populations to discover biologically relevant pathways and networks impacting serum lipid levels in humans (3). As demonstrated in chapter 3, we used WGCNA to determine novel TG regulatory genes in adipose tissue of Finnish and Mexican subjects. Using two distinct populations and replication in multiple study samples helps overcome some of known error sources of the gene expression
analysis, and thus helps reveal lipid correlated genes and pathways with true biological relevance.

The third part of my thesis investigated nonsynonymous variants for association in gene residing in a genomic region previously linked to FCHL and its component traits to discover novel FCHL variants (8). As nonsynonymous SNPs change the primary structure of a protein, the amino acid change caused by some SNPs may be deleterious to protein function which can ultimately impact lipid levels. As demonstrated in chapter 4, this method was successful at identifying variants in \textit{PCDH15} that are associated with TGs, apoB, and TC variants (8). Creating a knockout mouse to validate the effect the non-functional gene has on lipid levels provides strong additional evidence that the gene is involved in FCHL.
5.2 Summary and Future Insights

In chapter 2 of the dissertation, we introduce a novel mechanism underlying LDL-C GWAS signal rs7575840. We also show that the variant is associated with LDL-C levels and several apoB-containing lipid subparticles of various sizes. In adipose tissue, we discovered that rs7575840 acts as a cis-eQTL for both APOB and the non-coding RNA BU630349. The likely mechanism responsible for this cis-eQTL is that rs7575840 disrupts a binding site for the transcription factor CCAAT/enhancer binding protein alpha (CEBPA) and CCAAT/enhancer binding protein beta (CEBPB). Thus, we provide a testable hypothesis of how this variant may be influencing serum lipid levels, which should be explored further in future studies.

In chapter 3, we discovered novel TG genes consistently across two different populations and three study samples using WGCNA on adipose gene expression data. When we performed WGCNA on three study samples (two Finnish study samples, and one Mexican study sample), we discovered that 34 genes were part of modules associated with serum TG levels in all three study samples. Only 11 of the 34 genes had been implicated in obesity, diabetes, or CHD in prior publications, leaving 23 genes with a novel role in TG regulation. This set of 34 genes is related to TG levels in two distinct populations, and furthermore, different methods of gene expression analysis were used; one Finnish study sample underwent RNA sequencing to measure gene expression, while microarrays measured gene expression in the other two study samples. Thus, the relation these 34 genes have to serum TG levels are robust to both gene expression measurement and population, providing strong evidence that this set of genes is important in TG regulation.
Chapter 4 of this dissertation focused on $\textit{PCDH15}$, a gene residing in a region implicated in previous FCHL linkage studies (5-7). We first tested whether 4 nonsynonymous $\textit{PCDH15}$ variants were associated with lipid levels in 92 Finnish and Dutch FCHL families. One nonsynonymous SNP (rs10825269) significantly associated with TG, apoB, and TC. To determine whether this gene is in fact the causal gene, we created a loss-of-function $\textit{PCDH15}$ knockout mouse, and observed that there was a significant decrease in TG and TC levels in a mouse carrying two copies loss-of-function construct. Future studies should explore the underlying mechanism and biological pathways how the nonsynonymous $\textit{PCDH15}$ variants impact lipid levels.
5.3 Concluding Remarks

Lipid GWAS studies have been successful in identifying genomic regions associated with lipid levels (63). However, the genes and biological pathways responsible for the lipid association remain elusive for most signals (63). As demonstrated in chapter 2 of this thesis, we uncovered a possible mechanism underlying an LDL-C GWAS signal rs7575840 (1). Revealing the causal variants, underlying genes, and biological pathways that regulate lipid levels is essential for identifying potential drug targets. Very few lipid drugs have been developed based on the function of lipid-associated GWAS genes as of yet (63), leaving many viable drug development opportunities to be explored in the future once more is known about the underlying mechanisms behind these associations.

In addition to GWAS regions, uncovering the causal variant(s) and gene(s) in linkage regions has been very challenging (32,62). In chapter 4 of this thesis, we genotyped common nonsynonymous variants in PCDH15, the gene containing a microsatellite marker (D10S546) linked to FCHL in several studies (5-7). To search for causal variants in this region, we genotyped 4 nonsynonymous variants in PCDH15 in FCHL families and discovered a nonsynonymous variant (rs10825269) associated with FCHL component traits (8). Importantly, PCDH15 knockout mice displayed a phenotype similar to FCHL (8).

Another way to better understand the biological pathways regulating lipid levels is through expression network analysis (51,52). We successfully identified novel TG regulatory genes and pathways by overlaying TG-associated modules in two unique populations, Finnish and Mexicans utilizing WGCNA (3). GWAS signals may alter lipid levels through perturbing
networks, therefore, determining whether GWAS signals alter specific lipid regulatory pathways can reveal the causal variant and gene in lipid GWAS regions spanning several genes. In chapter 3 of this thesis, we discovered one GWAS signal associated with expression of a TG-associated gene expression network in human adipose tissue (3). Thus, we identified a potential TG regulatory mechanism that can be further explored by performing functional studies in tissue cultures and model organisms.

The vast majority of GWAS have focused on SNPs, yet there are various other kinds of genomic differences that need to be further explored in the future. Copy number variations, epigenetic modifications, chromosomal rearrangements, insertions and deletions, and RNA editing can influence gene expression and protein structure. Thus, SNPs are only one part in a multi-faceted approach to understanding genetics of lipid regulation in humans.

Determining the genes and genetic variation that affect lipid levels is important to better understand of the biological pathways involved in lipid regulation. Additional functional studies are necessary to gain a better biological understanding of the genetic variation associated with lipids. Proteomic studies are likely to become essential to understand the mechanism underlying genetic variation. Often, GWAS signals associated with a lipid trait span many genes, making it difficult to identify the causal gene without functional experimentation. Furthermore, GWAS have solely focused on common variation (minor allele frequencies > 5%), and a study of 100,000 individuals revealed that the vast majority of the common GWAS lipid-associated variants have small effect sizes and do not explain all of the expected genetic heritability of serum lipid levels (11). Scientists have hypothesized that rare variants in the genes identified by
GWAS may have larger effect sizes and explain some of the unexplained genetic heritability of lipid traits. A recent publication successfully identified novel rare variants in TG GWAS regions \(^{(39)}\). However, sequencing the exomes of up to 10,000 people may be necessary to discover rare exome variants throughout the genome that influence lipid levels \(^{(63)}\).

Besides DNA, studying other aspects of the central dogma of molecular biology is necessary to better understand lipid biology. Proteomic studies may determine whether genetic variation impacts protein structure, localization, binding, or amount in tissues or model organisms. Thus, systematic approaches of proteomics may reveal novel genes in lipid regulation and identify the regional causal genes from metaGWAS. For instance, pulldown assays of proteins that lie within a GWAS signal would reveal direct and indirect binding partners. Discovering that a GWAS-region protein binds to proteins already known to be involved in lipid regulation would reveal a likely causal candidate in the GWAS region. The candidate causal proteins can then be screened for nonsynonymous variants that impact protein binding. A copy of the gene that contains the variant altering protein binding can be knocked into a model organism (such as a mouse).

Finally, the resulting mouse can be used to determine whether the nonsynonymous variant impacts lipid levels, which would provide strong evidence for a causal gene within the GWAS signal.

After discovering the genes regulating lipid levels, model organisms can be utilized for experiments that cannot be done in humans. For instance, in a model organism, a researcher can knockout the gene of interest in a relevant tissue such as liver that is seldom available in human to determine whether lipid levels are impacted, or a researcher can determine whether a receptor
localizes to the proper area in the relevant tissue in this knockout line. Model organisms serve as essential tools necessary for elucidating the biological impact of genetic variation. Furthermore, most human genes have mouse orthologs, so mice and humans may have variation in the same genes or genetic regions that affect lipid levels. Discovering lipid-associated genetic variation that map near orthologous genes in mice may reveal causal variants and genes in a large DNA region associated with a lipid trait. Thus, utilizing cross-species mapping can serve as an excellent tool to better elucidate regulation of serum lipid levels.

Some of the currently undiscovered genetic variation influencing lipid levels may be hidden due to gene-environment interactions. People have different combinations of genetic variants and environmental exposures, and the same genetic variant may impact a phenotype in some individuals but not in others. Teasing out genetic variants that influence lipid levels in certain scenarios of environmental exposures will likely lead to a better understanding of lipid regulation and lipid disorders.

Identifying genes involved with lipid regulation can ultimately lead to potential drug targets. The discovery of genes which regulate lipid levels is the initial first step necessary for drug development. Although we have lipid lowering medication, heart disease is still the most common cause of death in developed nations, which emphasizes the need for additional drugs that lower lipids and extend lifespan. The most common lipid lowering drug (statins) have several relatively common side effects, including muscle pain, rhabdomyolysis, and liver damage (64). In conclusion, lipid research is a crucial tool for identifying genes and genetic variants that influence lipid levels, which can yield novel drug targets and benefit society as a whole.
Pharmacogenomics is one of the fields that can drastically improve people’s lives in the future. It has been estimated that adverse drug reactions (ADR) are between the fourth and sixth most common cause of death in the United States (65). Determining whether a person is genetically predisposed to having an ADR may greatly reduce fatal ADRs in the future. One of the few instances in medicine where genetic information is already used is in calculating Warfarin dosage (66). Future advancements in pharmacogenomics may help doctors prescribe the optimal medicine, which can save lives by getting patients on the optimal drug sooner and reducing the amount of ADRs. As sequencing costs are substantially decreasing overtime, upcoming studies may reveal novel variants that influence ADR risk or drug effectiveness. Future medical care may thus be personalized based on a person’s genetic make-up.
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